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USA v UK in mould treatment and recovery
Doctors in USA
Just prior to COVID I started my journey in beating mould illness (CIRS & Inflammatory
response)
I was speaking at a Surviving mold conference in USA when two doctors in the audience
who I had been friends with for many years approached me and said they were concerned at
tell-tale markers and suggested medical tests.
I was diagnosed with CIRS and later ADHD and Bipolar and later couldn’t walk or talk but
lucky to be diagnosed early.
I started treatment while in USA but continued successful and additional treatment back in
the UK with nutritionists
Nutrionists in the UK
A big surprise after CIRS was identified in USA, my treatment in the UK was the same as in
USA.
Nutritionists in the UK have made fantastic progress in making USA advanced diagnosis and
treatments available in the UK.
With medical treatment easily monitored just two questions regarding USA and UK
comparisons remain.
Mould investigation and finding causation
In the USA mould specialist doctors and nutritionists recognise treatment is unlikely to
succeed if the triggers or mould and other biological reservoirs are present in the home.
They will always use professionally qualified and competent IEPs because they need
accurate reports, and their reputational risks are eliminated because due diligence is in
recommending a surveyor who has recognisable qualification and experience.
How do surveyors differ between USA and UK?
The first issue is the USA government recognise the need for competence and relevant
qualification. This is laid down in government followed guidelines (ACGIH) and in many
states Indoor Environmental Professionals (IEPs) must be suitably qualified and state
licensed. Qualification must be suitable, and specifically mention a PhD or irrelevant higher
education isn’t sufficient but recommend specific environmental related monitoring
certification across many fields. In the UK anyone can do a BDMA or Dew Point CITY &
Guilds 1- or two-day course in water damage and list themselves as a mould inspector
whereas the training and certification can take years. Just one of my USA qualifications
takes 8 years to achieve and my continuing competence and education and CPDs are
monitored annually.
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Unqualified and ill-equipped surveys may fail to identify reservoirs of chemical or bio
amplification triggers and as most sampling protocols on their own are usually meaningless
requiring expert interpretation of all environmental factor. In the absence of legislation HSE
follow recognisable standards and ACGIH is acceptable.

UK and USA Decontamination
The next difference is seen in decontamination. Here we see often incompetent UK
contractors who don’t really understand mould and biological contamination issues.
Competing with the UK are the professional sales and marketing programs of USA.
US companies operating in the UK such as Pure maintenance, Bio sweep and a variety of
magic smoke and mirrors protocols never seem to provide 3rd party verifiable results from
qualified IEPs.
As a qualified IEP and decontamination expert, in both USA and UK I would simply ask why
none of the USA protocols currently seen operating in UK are recommended in USA by
leading mould doctors.
These systems simply don’t provide anywhere near the philosophy of professional mould
removal.
The correct protocols for mould remediation are well known and published by both the
medical profession and restoration industry and none come close to even first part of
clearance.

The following brochure from www.ASEAI.com show some of the issues of decontamination
(information on following page)
This approach is also followed by Dr Shoemaker and www.survivingmold.com where only
mould removal is acceptable followed by air cleaning to remove airborne contamination.
Mould decontamination is very simple but does require expertise and verification of results.
Disclosure
Building Forensics are qualified IEPs and apart for investigation and verification services
offer mould exposure risk reduction and control with verified and published results.

See USA Mould remediation Brochure below
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